Creativity Festival is an interactive one-day field trip that challenges your students' creativity, strengthens their problem-solving skills, and ignites their imagination. This exciting day begins with a dynamic opening performance and brings students together with STEM and arts professionals during three breakout sessions.

Benefits to Students

- Experiencing a day of hands-on learning that aligns with Minnesota Academic Standards in Arts Education
- Practicing independence while navigating a college campus
- Discovering new passions by connecting with local STEM and arts professionals

2023 Student Evaluation Data

- 98% of students thought presenters provided real-world examples of how to use creativity and problem-solving
- 94% learned that creativity is a skill that can be practiced and strengthened
- 97% learned that creativity and problem-solving are important skills for everyone

Student & Teacher Feedback

"Creativity is a special skill, and problem-solving gives you creativity."
"You have to practice creativity like a sport."
"With creativity, you can solve a lot more problems!"
"Great opportunity for students to gain confidence, independence, and apply creative skills."

SparkPath presents its programs in collaboration with BrightWorks. BrightWorks members save 34% on program registration fees. Scholarships are available.

BrightWorks Member: Early Bird $41/student ($43 after November 3)
Non-Member: Early Bird $55/student ($57 after November 3)

Learn More: Madi Grove | 612-638-1514 | madi.grove@brightworksmn.org
www.sparkpath.org/cf